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Pressnre of the Ocean. 

A correspondent-L. 'N. Trask, of Hitch
co"kville, Conn.-sends us an extract pub
lished by a cotempol'ary on the above sub
jQct. The article in question treats of the 
oompressibility of water, and states that at 
the bottom of the ocean, it is scarcely, if any, 
denser than at the surface, and from this the 
oonclusion is drawn in the following words:_ 
"It is just as easy, therefore, to mon 
through the wat<lr at the bottom of the ocean 
as it would be at the surface." Our corre
spondent objects to the correctness of this 
conclusion. He says :-" From my own ex
perience as a submarine diver in hoth salt and 
fresh water, I know that this is not so. In 
a depth of 100 feat of water, a diver moves 
only with difficulty. This I know is true, 
Rnd all the divers with whom I have oon
versed av the � and the numLer Is not 
amail--have experienced this difficulty of mo
tion under water." 

Our correspondent's practical" experience 
accords with that of every person who has 
dived only to the depth of ten, twelve, or six
teen feet, as we can also testify, and his ex
perience also accords with the deductions of 
science. Water is, indeed, but slightly com
pressible; but at the depth of six miles in 
the ocean, it must be more dense than at the 
surface, because at that depth the pressure on 
the square inch is about 7,000 tuns. At the 

depth of 100 feet, thG pressure is 43'40 pounds 
on the square inch, and a diver, at this depths 
(although the pressure is equal on all sides) 
must experienoe more difficulty in moving 
about than when at the surface, where the 
pressure of the atmosphere is only 15 pounds 
on the sq uare inch. 

. ' ... 
Peculiar Bric)ts. 

Bricks which are glazed on the outside are 
unfit for building purposes, because they can
not be cemented by common mortar, and 
therefore require to be porous. But this 
porous quality involves another evil, namely, 
that of absorbing moisture, hence brick walls 
in wet situations or when exposed to severe 
rain storms, become very dam p. Could bricks 
be so made that their inside would become 
glazed or vitrified, they would prevent the 
absorption of moisture, while at the same 
time they would be perfectly adhesive. We 
learn by the London Builder that such bricks 
have recently been made in that oity by Wm. 
C. Forster, and that he has taken out a pat
ent for them. It is not stated how they are 
made, but we can easily divine a method for 
accomplishing this, namely, by placing some 
fl ux, like borax or soda, in the heart of each 
brick, whereby the interior will become vitri
fied, with a heat much lower than that of 
the outside. Such bricks cannot be made so 
cheaply as the common kind. but for some 
purposes it may be well to manufacture 
them even at oonsiderable extra cost. 
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ARNOLD'S HIDE SHAVING MAeHINE. 

Despite the croaking of a certain school of 
philosophy, the battle cry of which is "the 
times are out of joint," there is still some 
skill left in the world, and mankind is not 
quite so bad as on the surface it would seem 
to be. The inventor of the machine which is 
the subject of our engraving-Horace L. Ar
nold, of Elk Horn, Wis.-is an illustration to 
the point. Once upon a time he was full of 
enthusiasm on the subject of rotary engines, 
but by our advice he turned his attention to 
the invention of things more feasible and really 
useful; the consequence is that he has invent
ed a car Beat and couch, and the excellent 
hide shaver we are about to describe. In his 
letter to us he says :-" Please accept my 
most sincere thanks for your efficient aid in 
this matter, nothing could tempt me to apply 
for a patent through any other agency save 
yours. To you I am indebted for saving me 
from devoting my best years and all my 
means to the rotary engine, and for important 
information very many times, as well as for 
the choicest mechanical literature weekly in 
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. I shall always be 
grateful to you." When such letters as this 
come to us from all parts and persons, we can
not but believe that if "the times are out of 
joint," it will not take much to put them in 
again, and by spreading information broad
cast over the land, we try to give a helping 
hand to that good work. 

This machine is intended to shave hides, 
and it will cut a shaving of uniform thickness 
from the hide, following its inequalities, or it 
will cut shavings so as to reduce it to a unl

orm thickness throughout. A is a frame, 
power being received by the working parts 
from the wheel, E, and a shaft, C, that by a 

crank, gives an up and down motion to the 

connecting rod, D. At the top of D there 
is a slot that catches on a pin, E, in the dou
ble arm that projects from the shaft, F, to 
which is attached the slotted arms, G. By 
this meam, the arms, G, receive a recipro
cating motion in an arc of a circle. The rod, 
D, works in a guide, 11, that is connected to 
a rod and handle, 11', by which the workman 
can throw it in and out of gear with E, so as 
to move F, and the cutter moved or not as de
sired without stopping the motion of B and C. 
In the grooves of G a rod, H, is capable of 
sliding so that the connecting rods, 0, that 
are secured to it, can have a greater or less 

length of stroke imparted to them, and H is 
moved in the grooves by the rod, I, that is 
connected to the lever, J, which the workman 
operates by his foot and secures in the proper 
position by the rack, Ie, a spring pressing 
against I tending to keep it in the rack, and 
facilitating the back motion of G. The out
ter will be better seen in the detached view, 
Fig 2, it is moved by the rods, 0, on the 
toothed ways, a, that can be raised or lowered 
to regulate the thickness of the shavings, by 
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the screws, L, one at each end, that are ope
rated by the nuts, N, and the crank-rod, N'. 

The cutter or knife, P, is attached at its center 
to the frame,f, and by a crolls-bar at its end 
can be secured at any desired angle, and there 
is a grooved piece in front, c, through the . 
grooves of which the knife passes, making it  
into a kind of  spokeshave or plane when ne
cessary, as for harness leather; this is kept on 
the leather by springs and allowed to play by 
being in open grooves in the frame, f. A 

rubber, b, is kept down and allowed play in 
the same way, d, being the springs; this rub
ber has cams on the ends of its upper bearing 
which in the return stroke catch in the teeth 
of a and lift it off the leather when the knife 
is not cutting. A weight, e, is secured to a 
lever on the shaft of P which keeps it on the 
leather and makes it cut. The hide is se
cured to the frame, S, by the clamp seen in 
the front of it, and allowed to lay on a flat 
table on one part of the drum, Q, the curved 
periphery of which can also be used when ne
cessary. The frame, S, can be moved back 
Rnd forth (by the hand crank, T,) upon the 
f rame, R, which moves on A (by a hand-wheel 
and gear not seen) together with the drum, 
Q, that slides upon its shaf t. The hide can 
be clamped upon Q, which can be rotated to 
bring every part of the bide under the action 
of the knife. The whole machine is remark
ably simple, and all the parts are under the 

enable eontrol or the operator who has 

not to change his position to perform any 
ohange that is required ; and the hide is as 
thoroughly shaved, unhaired or fleshed, as 
if done by hand, without the f atigueing labor 
or loss of time. We have described it suffici
ently minutely to enable all to understand it, 
and our readers will at once see its many and 
great merits. It is compaot, silllple, and ef. 
ficient, and any further particulars may be 
obtained by addressing the inventor, as above. 

•.•. a 

Instruction and Science for the People. 

The government of Great Britain has a de
partment of science and art which takes 
charge of a school of art, where the best mas
ters teach at a trifling cost to the student, 
and where all the facilities of a picture gal
lery and models are afforded; and it also 
cares for a museum of geology and mining 
school, a college of chemistry and a technical 
museum. 

During the winter months, the professors 
give courses of six lectures to the working 
men, on their special branches of knowledge, 
and the charge of admission is but 12 cents, 
to each course, thus placing information of 
the truest kind within the reach of all. By 
them, the brilliancy of an experiment or il
lustration is never thought of, its aptness be
ing their only care, and as the audience go 
te the lecture room to learn, and the professa 

ors to teach such secondary considerations are 
dispensed with, and yet the lectureg are by no 
means dry, on the contrary they are very 
pleasant, for each lecturer being fully imbued 
with the spirit of his subject, he cannot fail to 
be always interesting and entertaining. Will 
not some of our well-known philanthropists 
endeavour to arrange for courses like this by 
the next season? Cheap and good, it would 
be a novelty for which they would receive 
the gratitude of thousands. Prof. Wagner of 
Philadelphia gives free science to the people; 
why cannot our other oities have it at least 

accessible to all We give thim some to read, 
who will give them some to hear? 
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